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Recently there has been an increasing interest in the

development of children's impressions of ,stories,ipartially due to
the work of theoriStS who have proposed forMal grammars representing
structural characteristics of stories. I# order to learn *ore about
children'y narrative competence, stories they produced were analyzed
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performance. In experiments one and two, 12 students' each from/second
and seventh grade and 22 college students were given the' subtesk
individually and were asked to produce anoral story. In the third.
experiment,. '12 seventh graders and twelie college students were
administered the subtest and Were gated to produce a written story.
Overall, the findings indiceted that (1),children dwell on'Overt
characteristics of.eventi, avoid discussion of character motivation,
and ignore logical connectivity, while adults embellished

. these"particularly,in the written stories; (2) the inclusion of a
goal statement was much higher than the inclusion of a reaction.
statement for all subjects; and (3) the'event strdctlires of the'
WISC=R picture sets vary considerably,. (A sample picture arrangement
task and two versions of a corresponding story are appended.),
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Recently in the fields of psych-ology, education and linguistics there

has been an increasing interest in the development ol.thildren's imprecisions

9f stories. The interest in narratives is partially due to the work of Om.-

riots who hav proposed formal grammars representing structural characteris-

tics

.

tiCs of stori s (Stein & Glenn, 1979; RUMelheit, 1975; Thordykrs, 1977). Story

6-

grammars describe logical sequencers of purposive chavior and specifycetegor-

\
theies ofjnformation and the logical coniktions that eXiritsbetween statements

in a. etory.
r ,

. _ _, _

Peat woFk utilizing various story grammara_ha foAused on way that

stories are structured and on the types of story in orMation children dndar-

stand and remember. The purpose of.the present readirch, hbwever, was to

learn,more about children's narrative competence by'analyeing the atoriei

.

they produce. Specifically we were interested, among\other things, in how:
\

children'view character motivation, how they develdp 10810111 sequences, end
I .

what information. children aeem'necessary to share withtheir_audience When

they generate stories..-\p order to examine these typee\Of qualitative changes

in student's story productions we utilized a simplified story grammar analysis
-

similar= to the one pOped by Glenn and Stein (in press):
*

-.- . :e,

/Kmother important chatactetidtit,Of CA& mork is that We have utiltaied'a
.,

.....

highly structured cntaxt-to elicit storied from studenta;L\Unlike the work of
. .

.past investigators (Glenn & Stein, in press;, Botvin & Sutto-Smiih, 1977); where

children generated stories without promptsfovat most when given p story frag-
za

ment to complete, we have employed pictorial sequence from the Picture Arrange-

.ment subtest of the Wechaler Intelligence scale for Chi renJRevised (1974), a.

widely administered iiidividual intelligerke test. A repre*entative picture set
_ )
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is on your

from very s

pictures)

handout in Figure 1.

1
imple sequences (e.g., 3 pictures) to more complex sequences (e.g.,

In all there are 12 picturestories ranging
_

.

. When this-subtest is given during an assessment, the simIld is

shown a randomly sequenced version of each set and is asked to arrange the

pictures to mate a sensible story in order from left to right. :We presented

the task in this manner (as a sequencing task) for one study )4.1t also used

ithe correctly arranged picture?sets as the prompts to elicit itories frame

children.

Our rationale for using this picture arrangement task was tebfold. Fi

we wished to'constrain the pragmatic. and imaginative aspects of the story

telling task so that particular story structure aspects could be examined

uniformly across stUdents or different ages.vAecondlyi a hoped to provide
- .

a first step-in the- assessment _of the underlying psychOlogital properties re-

lated to successful performance on the picture'arrangement sequencing task.

Eventhough claims have been made that successful perforMence on'thie subtest

is related to the ability to comprehend logical sequences in a story, to our

knowledge no one hal .collected Anformation on the way children do represent

these picture storied in language or the relationshipleuch verbal represents

-tions play in successful sequencing performanced.- The:111SC manual* however,
.

is replete with suggestions and hints about this matter, and the test is used

with thousinds of school children each year. So, inforSation about the verbal

propositions elicited by this picture task-is of scienti id and practical La=

portahce.

.

We expected that deVelopmental sensit/Vit to

1

_ .

the organization of the pie-

.

ture stories "would surface in the typesof sto Les generated from the pictures.
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mu iplaireesons to expect this 6utcodimi ranging.from evidence about
1

the acquieftionoi richer narrative "schemata" As children move througb.the

school years

..

( tein & Glenn, 1979), to evidence of hog childienAidquiie a mot.
. C

i : ;

.

.

complex understanding.of theme, characterization, and plotting in stories

(Botvin & Sutton-Smith, 1977);

Additionally, we wererinterested in whether there was any relationship be-

114.

tween the way students described the correctly sequenced picture etvies and.

a
7 their skill at sequenCing them t- One might expec that the better theC;

---
- qualityof'the student's underlying representation -il the: story, the more foci-,

. .

lity (s)ho will evidence in organieinultwpictorial

Finally,. we slim considered. two important task characteristics which might

influence the quality oiTthe'storieS'produced; The first one Mas7student's

prior familiarity withiranonical of 'highly general story form; Use indivi-

duals, particularly younger children, may not have much, experience in telling

formal short stories to listeners. As a result, ey may fail to have a clear
I.

Sense of how to- tell a simple and informative story.:' So, providing these chil-

drinvithaclesrommple_awell formed narrative Might enhance the subset-ofi

quint quality of the stories they construct;

The second task characteristic is the mode of the story production whether

it is in oral or written form. There is a large body of literature in the

fieldstqflinguistics, psychology, and education documenting the differences

between the oral and written tradition of discourse (Olson, 1977). For our

purposes, here, we might expect: story telling to be,more logical in its written

form - dwelling on the inherent cause and effect nature of things and connecting

one thought with another - than in its oral form; ;Thus; more sophisticated

stories might be anticipatid when written productions are.elicited:.

41.
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Ta'teat the-above ideas, a series of three experiments were designed. In

experiment 1, a gFoup Of second- apd seventh-grade school children and-sgroupt

Of adults produced oral stories to' each of the 12 .picture sets' in the WISC-R

picture arrangement task. In additioniwe,sought to exemine,thS relationshigi

between a child's story production and performance on this scale. Soi one w:lek

their-storyprodUction, all Children were indiViduilly tested with

the stand

perimedt

new group

rd version of the WISC -R picture arrangement-4seiGencing) task. it-

constituted a .partial replication of etperimentlocalling upon eat

of 2nd and 7th gieders and adults to produce oral atoriei.to' .1112

stories, again. This time, hOwevero instead of hearing the.exemple story as

presented in the,WISC=-R Manual, the students heard a brief-etample story drawn..

from story g=amma= theory (e.g., Stein & Glenn, 1971) elan* Witt) the WISC-R-

ekelple picture set prig to producing their stories to the Y2; picture sets.
;..

By providing a canonical_story exe4le to. the children especially; a model was

math available which might serve,tO enhance the iipeverished productions; of the

first experiment. In experiment 3, a third group of subjects - seventh graders

and adults =wrote stories for a randomly selected eubseiple of the 12 picture

sets - tlielseme example used in study 1 was given to the eubjeCts.
-2-

e

ject wrote-from 4 to 6 stories.)

(Each sub-

.Comparisons to the earlier findings, of experi-

merit 1 would alloW us to uncover possible differences associated. with oral and

written productions.

St.bects

. ineach of experiments 1 and'2 there were thirty -six, students; twelve stu-

dents each from second- and seventh -grade and twelve college students. In ex-
_

periment.3 there were a total of twenty-four students, twelve from seventh grade

t.



oe twelve college students-. The children were sampled from two middleclass .

schools ih.the Madison; Wisconsin area. .Adults were volunt eis recruited from

ciasses,in educatiouil-psycholoily.

Procedures

In all experimentsistudents were tested individuill . The picture sequences.

were presented one after, the other-following brief instructions. There were no
14'

time restrictions; students were given as much time:as needed:to geerate a story.
?

. -

A1*-oratt) produced stories were tape recorded. The studenta., ,experiment 3

who wrote stories were given sheets of lined paper. In experiMent 1 children

were also administered the formal picture arrangement task with the WISt -R pie- ,

ture sets and generated oral productionsone-week later.

In experiment 1 students were shown the example pictUre set from the WISC=R

and read he corresponding story example taken-from the instructionsIS the WISC=R
. _

manual. The students were-then asked to tell their own stories that went with:

the remaininkpicture sets. The pictures Were arranged in front of each student

from left to right in the.Coriect order (prescribed by the WISC=R manual). The

order' of presenting the different picture, sets was the same as the one recom-

mended in the test manual.
. _

The students in experiment 2 were shown the same example picture set but

were read a different story. The story was composed of seven sentences that

correspond to the narrative grammarlused by Stein end Glenn (197,, with one -

proposition from each category ot_the grammar Xsee Figure 1). After listening

to the example story the studentsgere asked'to tell their own stories for the
.

-

remaining picture sets.

idaN-id:The instructionh and example u experimeht Imere exactly the same as

Ca



in expeiiment 1;

their stories.- No attempt was'Adexo'have second grade children ;rite out
o

.

n this case, however-, the students were asked: X.0 v out ut "

their stories, since we worried about the'l*iatians in their:vocabuXary and
.

writing.skills.

Results

The transcribed story protocols-(experiment 1 and
c/

2) and the written storieh

(experiment 3) were subjlacted to two types of analyses. One analysis focused on

the completeness' of the storiegx-, h measure,besed on the presence of statements

that captured the central literal meaning of each piCtuif in a set. A panel of

adult'judges specified a list of propositions or ideas required to represent

each picture set completely.

A'Second analysis focused'on whether the stories contained mention of cog=

nitive events in the chatacter(s) whiCh would explain their actions and feelings:

Specifically, judges rated-esich storyfor the presence of tvp categories of

information-described in the Stein and!Glen(1979) grammar - a-Goa-113r -Reatvion..

A Goal statement.peitains to the desire, motive,,or goal.of a mein crater

The preSence'of a goal serves to unify the story by providing a goal -.directed'

rationale for the protagonist's bebaviOr. A Reaction statement consists of

any mention of how a character felt 4uring any part of the se4ence. It could
.,.

be an emotion, cognition, or endstate expressing feelings about

goal attainment.' A student received a score'oE 1 or 0 for each

. _

suresXa reflect inclusion or non - inclusion in each:story.

the gharacter's

of these mea---

The interjudge

agreement for all measures-equaled or exceeded

Z__
Separate analyses were performed on each measure for each study. Manned

comparisons were conducted to test for differences betweenthe age levels. The

C-

V
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u level-was set equal to .05 for each comparison tested. The resultare Pre-

,

sented in Table I as percentages or ptopoitions of stories that contained Coale
;'

, "'L.

and Reactions, Lula th4Fswere iforid,.as Colgate: inialI three experiments :

.
I

.

significant age differences were observed. HoweveF, the locus'of the ageshift
.' . .

differed in the studies and, on the different meatpuree

ns

Briefly the major findingiCartked follows. As welhad expected there were
-alitatiVe differences in the types.Of stories produced at 'different Agee aiia

ur "experimental manipula ions" across the three Studies had some influence

on altering the types of stor ies produced.

Beginning with the oral productions in experiment Outmost striking

result is that children's stories 2nd & 7th grade) had e'remarkahIe absence

of character motivation. They rarely mentioned internal 'reasons behind the

. _ . ,

character's Actions = rayely offered clear statements regarding.the-chataters_

goals or commented on hob/ the character felt. Children's stories were *ore'
. t

. v __ _ - , 4 ._
. .

fragmehtary,-incompleke, and devoid of "cognitioni" to tie'the diverse elements.

r ,,
,

together than those tof adults. The qualitativedifferences between .the 2nd

. V
and 7th grade children were not. significant. One interesting .aiide, hOwever,

second

'4
was that the average story lengtheh of the second graderA did exceed the average

, . ..
story length of the -seventh graders. Longer, however, di4 not also mean more

4_ ?t
, v

sophisticated.
.

l

The children itt this study,,is "reactivead td create stories as :chains,t,.'
v
to

_ .

That is, a child would show little evidente Of-corinectileityisor eppreciation of_
,

iv
_A, '.

,.....

a tv - u_
.the logical necessitr.br theiatic integration of the elem ar, t would.na; :!t-

;-

be a great exaggeat to say that the stories.for them, were little more than.
. .., .
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T _

chains cif descriptions of isolated picturd'events., the adult; Stories offered

much more, they were richer in temporal and logical connectives, and tbametit

___

statements as well as overall goal and reaction statements., Although not

significant, there was a trend for 'the liest Stories among the children to be

predictive of the WISC4 sequencing performance.

,-

The use of a canonical example story in study 2 increased the stSphistica-

tion of children's story productions. Although no across study comparisons

were performed, an.examination of the peicentage of stories including goals

in each experiment suggests that all students included moreicharacter Motive,'

tion and feelings when the-model story toad been presented. The adulfs,again

outperf est thesecond graders on all measures. The seventh graders! and the

adults' story productions,' however, were more similar. In fact the seventh

irgr9ders produced as many-complete stories as the adults; Furthermore, the

sio;ries produced by theseventh grade students after ltatening to a canonical

4.
4

storyexample included more goat statements' than the second grade students.
_

Tnusi it appears that the oidett lihildren were more lit'ely to take significant

advantage of the instruCtionkl set and story model to iiiprove their story

'sophistication:

Finally, as we had,expected, the opportunity 'to write sfories in the third
. v .- . ,

experiment improved both the adu lt and itie 7th grade attaenea inclusions of
-- -S . .

_ _ _ _
.

charectet motivation.. Thee adults -also in edsed their tendency to embellish
-i-

j theia.torieVith the'cheracter's feeringp and, produced more complete stories than
_.

the seventh graders. Written stories were generally more advanced and seemed

more c uielly related.tban,the oral stories generated in-experiment 1. This
IP

observation was su
t

ported-by'a subsequent analysis in which .the written stories
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were found' to contain a greater average number of logical connectives per

story than the' oral versions f2`0 the first study.

Summary and Didcussion

What have we learned then'from this *xercise of collecting stories frOm

Children and_adults? At Ieast.3 separate things we think. First, thilire Are

some striking chkngis frOi early chadhoocrto dathoOdin the types ofistories
. .

'ipkoduced spontaneously. Children tend .to dwell Otrovert characteristics of

events,, avoid discusgion of charadter motivation and ignore:the need for logical

',connectlity. ' AduIteido just the opposite and older children ire more fikely
!1

to change their stories towardadultIike,formaegiven the appropriate task de-

mends and illustration.

/
Second it4appeard that the-selience of the categoriOlkdistinctIons'outlinedir.,

..

.
gki

_
I

.

- ,

by the,Stein and Glenn story grammar has received further support in yet Another, -
.

. i

response situation -- that is story generation. The results of the'd dy cer-
.

,.,--
tainly suggeSithat'the most salient categories of information. fb recall,

thggOse related to the goal directed event sequence .1a 00 are also -more likely to

be included when a story is generated. That is for all students, the inciUsion

of a goal statement was much higher than, the inclusion of a reactiOn statement.

Finally, we discovered some peculiarivied in thtWISC-R picture arrangement

items. For one the.implicit assumption that the last six stories represent

mpre difficult items was not supported by gin increase in the complexity of the

narratives Produced:: If we construe the adult stories as.godd repreSentations
A:4

of what the WISC items dePiCt, it is clear that the eventAructUres ofthe Pic-
,

;'ture sets vary consd.derably. it Was sdmewhet alarming to us that no formal,

.

..-prose!s stem we tried'did a good ibb Of capturing the representations of the

t.
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\:
Eitory sets. .The irregulsritof these items may also explain intloarthe lack

of relationship b;tween a child's Verbal description ofthe picture stoysiefid

his/her ability.to sequence it properly; /Tbus; in someof our current work; we

are tryingitocreate epee of our own idealized picture stories and are remork4

ing some of the WISC-kitems. In addition we are further'eimmining the types

of structural changet evidenced using a:sore's/ell defined text based loYetem;.

. We are also going to make thicdata base'available in the form of acenter*,:,,,,

publication so that individuals pursuing.similar-linslf research will have

w'

available a substantial number of stories for farther comparisons (992 stories);
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xoerim eriment

Exam 406

First` t.
Then.ish4

sway

rom

dy is walking'tomOd the se,le.

hs herself y she, walks.

-

'EMperiatitia.
. .

'- Example Ory:Cbriesponding-o a Canonical

Story id 6 Glenn)
I ;

°Ilea* fleheLpassed:a.scalefon her.-way:home:'

:.!from shopping.; Shededided4ht_better,fink:

04f_hec.diet: was working: She 4itepped._'H

op 'onto, the scale and put:her money ,in. .The

..siale,showed: shelled gained-weight. Mabel: '.

WmasdrpriaedAtjirstOilt.then.shOhoughp.
-It 'must be iibroken'stifianyWay

.

Figure xaige picture,Segnente fet:.WPC4'Pitt4re'4teqges100._tattt'41th two versions of a coirtoponcting-skory,

S.
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_Table 1

.

Percentages of Stories that Contained GOAls,-/ASctions, And-.. _---__-,
that were Complete for Second-, Seventh-Graders, and,AdUltit

: in Study 1, 2,-thd

Goals

2nd 7th

-'Study
1 .38 .45 .

Studya
2 .58 .75 .86

Studyb
3 .73 .78

.06 .05. ;29 ;37 ;29 ..64
o

:.35 .054 .27 .50. .58

Reactions Completeiss

2nd 7th A 2nd 7th A

.12

Total number of stories 144 (i;e; 1 students x all 12 stories).

b
Total number of stories - 64 (i.e. 12 students x (44) stories).

15
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